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Recently, multilevel diffractive lenses (MDLs) have attracted considerable attention, mainly due to their superior
wave-focusing performance; however, efforts to reduce chromatic aberration are still ongoing. Here, we present a
numerical design and experimentally demonstrate a high-numerical aperture (∼0.99), diffraction-limited achro-
matic multilevel diffractive lens (AMDL), operating in the microwave range of 10–14 GHz. A multi-objective
differential evolution (MO-DE) algorithm was incorporated with the three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference
time-domain method to optimize the heights and widths of each concentric ring (zone) of the AMDL structure.
To the best of our knowledge for the first time, in this study, the desired focal distance was also treated as an
optimization parameter in addition to the structural parameters of the zones. Thus, MO-DE diminishes the ne-
cessity of predetermined focal distance and center wavelength by also providing an alternative method for phase
profile tailoring. The proposed AMDL can be considered an ultra-compact and flat lens since it has the radius of
3.7λc and a thickness of ∼λc , where λc is the center wavelength of 24.98 mm (i.e., 12 GHz). The numerically
calculated full width at half maximum values are<0.554λ and focusing efficiency values are varying between 28%
and 45.5%. To experimentally demonstrate the functionality of the optimized lens, the AMDL composed of
polylactic acid material polymer is fabricated via 3D-printing technology. The numerical and experimental results
are compared, discussed in detail, and observed to be in good agreement. Moreover, the verified AMDL in the
microwave regime is scaled down to the visible wavelengths to observe achromatic and diffraction-limited focus-
ing behavior between 380 and 620 nm wavelengths. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.427523

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental manipulations of light is its
focusing/gathering to a desired location in space [1]. However,
optical aberrations, both monochromatic and chromatic, still
represent a major hurdle in this endeavor [2]. Chromatic aber-
ration is the phenomenon where the dependence of the
material refractive index on wavelength causes the light of dif-
ferent wavelengths to focus on different points in space [3,4].
The creative endeavors to reduce chromatic dispersion started
with achromatic doublets in the 18th century [5], followed by
applying hybrid refractive–diffractive lenses [6,7] and graded-
index optics [8].

In addition, contemporary studies have presented several
solutions to overcome chromatic dispersion. The most
common methods to design meta-lenses are tailoring the phase
profiles [9–13], combining meta-surfaces with refractive devi-
ces as a hybrid structure to balance the material dispersion [14],
manipulating the polarization rotation of incident light [15],

and meta-surfaces doublets [16]. Additionally, multilevel dif-
fractive lenses (MDLs) provide not only achromatic focusing,
but also polarization-insensitive, broadband, and energy effi-
cient focusing with their reduced weight and size compared
to the meta-lenses [17–21]. In the MDL structures, each zone
(concentric ring) plays an important role in reducing chromatic
aberration provided that the zone’s parameters are adjusted
properly [22]. Hence, various optimization and inverse design
methods have been exploited to obtain appropriate MDL
parameters for efficient focusing [23–26]. One of the impor-
tant design characteristics of meta-lenses and MDLs is their
numerical aperture (NA) value, which is a function of focal
length, the radius of the lens, and the refractive index of the
medium. It is difficult to obtain both a high NA value and chro-
matic aberration-free focusing [27]; however, an appropriate
MDL design can overcome low efficiency and chromatic
dispersion problems of the meta-lenses [28,29].

In this paper, we present a high-NA, diffraction-limited
broadband achromatic multilevel diffractive lens (AMDL)
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operating in the microwave regime between 10 and 14 GHz. A
multi-objective differential evolution (MO-DE) algorithm is
applied to minimize chromatic aberration and maximize the
AMDL focusing efficiency by tightly confining the diffracted
light energy in the main lobe and suppressing the side lobes
(suppression of the side lobes is aimed at achieving a clear and
efficient focal spot). Here, the heights and the widths of each
AMDL zone are optimized to achieve a predefined objective
function. Moreover, differently from the proposed achromatic
meta-lens and MDL designs in the literature, in this study, the
focal distance is directly optimized by the algorithm without
fixing it to the desired center frequency (fixing of the center
frequency is an important requirement for phase profile
engineering in achromatic lens designs). In other words, this
approach diminishes the necessity of determining focal distance
and center wavelength and provides an alternative way to en-
gineer phase profiles. In addition, to experimentally verify the
numerical results, measurements in the microwave regime were
performed by fabricating proposed AMDL using 3D-fused
deposition modelling (3D-FDM) with polylactic acid (PLA)
material. We also scaled down the optimized AMDL to the
visible wavelengths by taking 550 nm as a reference wavelength
(λref ) to observe the achromatic focusing behavior. All AMDL
characteristics of wavelengths in the range 380–620 nm were
investigated in detail in the discussion section.

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS OF AMDL

In this study, the differential evolution (DE) algorithm is used
to obtain an ultra-compact, high-NA and broadband functional
achromatic MDL. DE is a metaheuristic approach that provides
sufficiently appropriate solutions to multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems by taking advantage of the biological mecha-
nisms such as cross-over, mutation, and selection of natural
evolution process [30]. It is important to note that in our pre-
vious works, we have successfully applied the DE algorithm in
various photonic and optic applications [4,31–33]. The DE
algorithm iteratively converges to a desired target, which is de-
fined as a cost function. The searching ability of DE depends
on the defined heuristic mechanism and objective function.
Initially, the optimization algorithm starts with a fixed number
(μ) of randomly generated individuals, namely MDL structures
(structures under analysis) having randomly modulated the
heights and widths of each zone. The number of individuals
of a generation (iteration) is constant. In our study, the number
of vector population (μ) is 20. It means that in every iteration
(including initialization), 20 randomly created lens structures
are simulated for randomly determined focal distances, and the
cost values are calculated. The term “randomly” refers to the
random assignment of each parameter for every 20 individuals.

Before the population can be initialized, both upper (bU )
and lower (bL) limits of each parameter (xi) are determined
by using Eq. (1) [30]:

xi � randi�0, 1� × �bUi − bLi � � bLi : (1)

Here, x represents an individual in the population (μ), and
subscript i indicates the randomly generated parameter
(i � 1,…,D). The number of parameters (D) is 25. The first

12 parameters are used for the widths of each zone, parameters
13–24 are used for the heights of each zone, and the last param-
eter is assigned to the desired focal length value.

Following the algorithm initialization, i.e., after initial pop-
ulation is generated, we select three different individuals from
the instant generation where one of them is the best individual
of the corresponding generation. These three vectors are used to
create one mutated individual, which is defined as mutation
mechanisms. The mutation mechanisms are implemented to
generate μ mutated individuals. So far, we have μ instant indi-
viduals (parents) and μ mutated individuals. Later, the cross-
over mechanism takes part to generate a new individual
(children). We apply the crossover mechanism repeatedly to
generate μ new individuals. The selection of best individual
for the basis vector is essential. Here, the selection mechanism
plays an important role in transferring individuals to next gen-
eration. Formerly, we generated new individuals, and the num-
ber of individuals was increased to 2μ. Here, we should apply a
selection algorithm to eliminate μ individuals to reduce the
number of individuals to μ again, which is a necessary condi-
tion for the operation of an evolutionary algorithm. One can
easily select the new individuals (children) to survive and elimi-
nate the parents. The idea behind this selection mechanism,
which also applies the elitism criterion, is that the relatively
good individuals are transferred to next generation. One of the
eliminated parents could be better than one of the children who
survived, which provides algorithm to rationally spread over the
search space. We have terminated the algorithm when it did not
provide a better solution for several iterations. In addition, one
can restrict the operation of an algorithm to a predefined num-
ber of iterations. Furthermore, one can terminate the algorithm
as the speed of convergence reduces to a predefined limit.

The MO-DE optimization algorithm is embedded into a
three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
[34] method to design an ultra-compact, high-NA and achro-
matic MDL. Figure 1(a) illustrates the AMDL structure in-
tended for design with its structural parameters [i.e., heights
(h) and widths (w)] and achromatic focusing strategy, where
the colored parallel lines refer to polychromatic light excitation.
Here, MO-DE optimizes these parameters (i.e., h and w are
determined by the DE algorithm) to reveal both achromatic
(focusing of polychromatic light into a particular point) and
diffraction limited focusing [forcing both the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) and maximum side-lobe level (MSLL)
values to decrease] by using user-defined multi-objective cost
function, whose analytical expression is given in Eq. (2):

f cost � w1 ×
Xn

i�1

FWHM�λi� � w2 ×
Xn

i�1

MSLL�λi�

� w3 ×
Xn

i�1

jΔF �λi� − ΔFd j � w4

×
X�n−1�∕2

i�1

jΔF�λn−i�1� − ΔF �λi�j: (2)

Here w1, w2, w3, and w4 values are the weights assigned to
each goal in the function. The exact values of the weighting
factors should be assigned before the optimization process.
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To determine the appropriate objective function with consis-
tent weighting factors, trial simulations were performed. The
first and second terms of the function are related to the
AMDL focusing performance, and the remaining terms are
responsible for correcting the focusing chromaticity issue by
equalizing all back focal distances of the different wavelengths.
In Eq. (2), FWHM�λi� and MSLL�λi� are the FWHM and
MSLL values of each wavelength �λi� corresponding to micro-
wave frequency regime 10–14 GHz. Within this frequency in-
terval 15 equally distant frequency (i.e., n � 15 different
wavelengths) points are chosen for f cost calculation. ΔF �λi�
represents the back focal distance of the ith wavelength, and
ΔFd is the desired focal length. Here, desired focal distance
ΔFd is determined by the MO-DE algorithm during the opti-
mization process. It is important to note that the extremum
values of ΔFd , which can be taken by the MO-DE algorithm,
lie between 0.2λc and 1λc (this interval is defined by consid-
ering near-field focusing and to achieve high NA), where λc
is the center wavelength (i.e., 12 GHz frequency). This is a
very important difference from other achromatic lens design
strategies described in the literature [12–20,25–29] because
here the optimization method decides where the better focal
point location is beneficial for achieving an achromatic focusing
effect. In short, the aim of the optimization algorithm is to min-
imize the f cost function by reducing FWHM and MSLL values
for all frequency ranges and focusing all wavelengths into the
same focal point, which is decided by MO-DE.

We also note that one can use our approach to design an
achromatic lens with the fixed focal length. However, optimiz-
ing the focal length value plays a crucial role in the mitigation of
chromatic aberration, especially when intended lens design has
limits on the geometrical parameters due to available fabrica-
tion and characterization facilities, like in the case of proposed
AMDL. Optimizing focal distance becomes more important if
the design approach is based on heuristics rather than exact ana-
lytical design, like in the case of conventional diffractive lenses.
In our opinion, proposed design approach, where focal distance
is not fixed but optimized, is beneficial for improving the ach-
romatic performance of the MDL structures.

The designed lens is composed of PLA material, which has a
low permittivity value εPLA � 2.4025 in the microwave region.
This PLA material is preferred for the following reasons: PLA is

a thermoplastic material, which is with very low loss, or effec-
tively lossless, dielectric material in the microwave region
[35,36]. It means that the possible attenuation caused by the
material absorption can be neglected. In addition, the PLA
material was cost efficient to fabricate the designed AMDL
and perform microwave experiments. The number of zones
whose structural dimensions vary is fixed to 12. This number
is intentionally chosen considering fabrication limitation of the
3D printing physical area, limited to 29 cm × 19 cm × 16 cm
(physical area of the printing of “MakerBot Replicator +” 3D
printer). Moreover, the ranges of values of the zones’ heights
and widths that can be defined by the MO-DE are changing
from 3 to 6 mm and from 6 to 26 mm, respectively. Finally,
after the exact definition of the multi-objective function, the
MO-DE is integrated with 3D FDTD, and optimization is per-
formed. The final optimized AMDL is presented in Fig. 1(b)
and the optimization process is nearly 200 iterations (com-
pleted in approximately 14 days). Moreover, during the opti-
mization of the structural parameters, the numerical modeling
and time-domain analysis of the AMDL in each iteration were
carried out by the 3D FDTD method. The computational sim-
ulations are done by running the computer system having the
following hardware specifications: 3.6 GHz, Intel i9-9900K,
16 MB Smart Cache CPU, 8 cores, 64 GB RAM, 512 GB
SSD. Furthermore, the memory requirement of the simulations
in each iteration does not exceed 8 GB in this study, and the
CPU having multi-core processors is enough for running
FDTD simulations with an acceptable resolution of the com-
putational domain. In all numerical simulations, the computa-
tional domain is a bounded 3D spatial domain, and undesired
back reflections are absorbed by perfectly matched layers lo-
cated at the boundaries of the computational domain [37].
During the optimization process to calculate f cost, the gener-
ated structures in each iteration are excited with a broadband
transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized continuous sources with a
Gaussian profile. We should note that the notation for TM
polarization is defined as follows: the magnetic field is in
the xy-plane (Hx ,Hy), and the electric field Ez is perpendicular
to the xy-plane.

The MO-DE minimizes f cost function to achieve a high NA
and achromatic MDL structure by optimizing the heights and
widths of each zone. The parameters of each zone are presented
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The ultimate radius and
thickness values of the AMDL emerged as 9.3 and 2.6 cm,
where the substrate thickness is fixed to 0.2 cm. The substrate
is required to hold optimized zones to generate AMDL. As can
be seen from Fig. 1(c), the final values of zone widths vary be-
tween 0.30 and 0.59 cm, while the corresponding heights
change from 0.63 to 2.40 cm. The MO-DE algorithm deter-
mined the desired focal length �ΔFd � as 13.82 mm (0.553λc ,
where λc � 24.98 mm corresponds to 12 GHz frequency). As
a result, the optimization attempted to focus all wavelengths
into the desired focal distance of 13.82 mm. Moreover, it also
tried to increase the focusing performance of AMDL for all
wavelengths (between 10 and 14 GHz) by preserving achro-
matic focusing effect.

Figure 2 shows the numerically calculated steady-state spa-
tial electric field intensity (jEz j2) profiles of the focused beam in

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of planned AMDL with light-
focusing behavior and optimization parameters. (b) Perspective view of
designed AMDL consisting of PLA and (c) the quarter-cross sectional
view of the lens with the plot of height and width for each ring.
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the xy- and zy-planes for different operating frequencies.
In Figs. 2(a)–2(e) the electric field intensity distributions
(depicted in top line) in the xy-plane at the frequencies of
10–14 GHz with a 1 GHz step are presented, respectively.
Here, numerically calculated back focal distances are 9.92 mm
and 13.27 mm for 10 GHz and 11 GHz, respectively. In con-
trast, the AMDL focuses light at operating frequencies of 12,
13, and 14 GHz to the same back focal distance of 14.42 mm.
Similarly, in Figs. 2(a)–2(e) the plots given in the bottom row
illustrate the focal spot (field concentration) of calculated elec-
tric field intensity at the selected frequency points in the zy-
plane. The normalized lateral cross-sectional profiles of focal
spot in the zy-plane are also superimposed in these plots. As
can be seen from Figs. 2(a)–2(e), the calculated FWHM values
of focused beam vary between 0.423λ and 0.554λ, where λ de-
notes the wavelength of each selected frequency, while the cor-
responding MSLL values change between 0.078 and 0.253,
which means that most of the energy is confined in the focal
spot (i.e., main lobe). If we look at the results presented in
Fig. 2, we can see that the MO-DE succeeded to focus the light
near self-defined ΔFd focusing distance of 13.82 mm. For
instance, for operating frequencies of 10 GHz and 11 GHz
the differences between self-defined (optimized) ΔFd and ob-
tained focal distances are 0.156λc and 0.022λc , respectively.
Furthermore, for the remaining frequencies (12, 13, and
14 GHz), the shift from the ΔFd is 0.022λc , where λc �
24.98 mm. From the given results, we can see that the imple-
mented optimization method accomplished a strong focusing
of light (FWHMs are near 0.5λ) and achromatic focusing with
the average shift in focal lengths of 2.2% for the frequencies of
11, 12, 13, and 14 GHz [25].

To analyze the broadband operation and performance of the
designed AMDL, Fig. 3 was prepared. The maps of cross-
sectional electric field intensity (jEz j2) profiles in longitudinal
direction and the lateral direction at the focal point location are
given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The dashed line super-
imposed to the map in Fig. 3(a) defines the location of ΔFd .
Moreover, both maps in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) demonstrate the
strong focusing effect with corrected chromaticity through
the broadband frequency regime, except at the frequencies
around 12.5 GHz, where the focused light is slightly shifted
from the dashed line.

There is a smooth transition from the general trend (being
achromatic) to a wavelength-dependent focusing at around
12.5 GHz. Both the focal point and FWHM reach minimum
values at this frequency, and the achromatic response is appar-
ent as we continue tracing the rest of the bandwidth. It is
surprising that the deployed algorithm generates an AMDL
holding four zones and binary gratings of different heights and
widths in a rather regular fashion. However, some of the struc-
tural parameters break the design rules of diffractive lens that
can be used based on the analytical expressions [22]. Hence,
even though it is difficult to identify the exact physical mecha-
nism behind the characteristic observed at around 12.5 GHz,
this behavior could be attributed to weakly guided resonance
mode effect. When we calculated the transmission coefficient
(plot skipped for simplicity), we observed a slight dip in the

Fig. 2. Numerically calculated electric field intensity distributions (top) and calculated intensity distributions around the focal points with their
lateral cross-sectional profiles and corresponding FWHM and MSLL values (bottom) at (a) 10 GHz, (b) 11 GHz, (c) 12 GHz, (d) 13 GHz, and
(e) 14 GHz. The white horizontal dashed line indicates the desired focal distance (ΔFd � 13.82 mm), and the white arrows indicate the propa-
gation direction.

Fig. 3. Map of cross-sectional electric field intensity distributions in
(a) longitudinal direction on the optical axis and (b) lateral direction at
focal points. The black vertical dashed line represents a desired focal
distance (ΔFd � 13.82 mm). (c) The plot of back focal distance
�ΔF � in mm (red solid) and FWHM (blue dashed). The blue solid
line indicates the diffraction-limited FWHM values. (d) The focusing
efficiency (red solid) and NA (blue dashed) graphs of selected fre-
quency interval.
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transmitted light (at exactly 12.68 GHz). It could be an indi-
cation of the light coupling to weakly guided mode in AMDL.
By inspecting the field plots in the xy-plane, �w∕c� × neff × D
becomes integer multiples of 2π at the resonance condition.
The AMDL diameter is represented by D. Finally, the spatial
periodicity Λ satisfies the condition Λ ≪ λ so that the multi-
level grating can be assumed as a subwavelength grating.

In Fig. 3(c), calculated focal distances (ΔF ) and FWHM
values are plotted for the frequencies in the range 10–14 GHz.
The minimum and maximum focal distance values are calcu-
lated as 9.92 mm and 15.02 mm, respectively, and the
variation is only 5.10 mm, which almost equals λc∕5. Here,
λc is the wavelength of the center frequency (12 GHz), which
is 24.98 mm. The average value of the broadband ΔF is
13.49 mm, which means that the average shift in focal lengths
equals 2.38% [25]. All the presented results verify that the
implemented MO-DE algorithm satisfactorily suppresses the
focal shift over a broadband range. Furthermore, the calculated
FWHM values are varying between 0.423λ and 0.610λ for the
frequency interval between 10 and 14 GHz. We know that the
theoretical diffraction limited FWHM of the focused light is
∼λ∕2 ×NA, and we can see that in both smaller and larger fre-
quency values, the designed AMDL surpasses this limit. To fur-
ther analyze the focusing performance of AMDL within the
frequency region of 10–14 GHz, NA and focusing efficiency
values are calculated. Here, the focusing efficiency is calculated
as the fraction of collected incident light on the focal plane with
a radius equal to three times the FWHM spot size [38,39].

It is also important to quantitively analyze the broadband
focusing performance of the proposed AMDL. For this pur-
pose, the focusing efficiency and NA values were extracted
and demonstrated in Fig. 3(d). Within the defined frequency
interval, NA values are calculated as >0.986, and the focusing
efficiency increases from 28% to 45.5%. As visible from the
corresponding figure, the overall broadband focusing efficiency
starts decreasing linearly after frequency of 12 GHz from 40%
to 28%. From the light focusing map presented in Fig. 3(a),
one can see that the light is tightly confined around the focal
spots until 12 GHz; however, above 12 GHz, the overall energy
is dispersed around the focal spot. Moreover, low focusing ef-
ficiency of the AMDL can be associated with a shadowing effect
around the focal point, which mainly occurs due to the finite
depth surface [40,41]. In other words, for the case AMDL
structure, the discontinuities of the wrapped phase due to dif-
ferent heights of the zones, as well as the height difference be-
tween zones and substrate, lead to creation of a shadow that
wastes light into undesired artificial orders [42,43].

It is important to note that the Strehl ratio is more relevant
performance criteria than presenting the resolution in terms of
FWHM [44]. For this reason, we calculated the Strehl ratio for
the proposed AMDL, and an average Strehl ratio value emerged
as 0.7174 for an operating frequency region between 10
and 14 GHz.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ACHROMATIC
FOCUSING EFFECT

To verify the operation principle and focusing performance of
the designed AMDL, experiments were conducted in the

microwave frequency region. The designed lens was produced
using 3D–FDM with PLA thermoplastic polyester material.
PLA is an all-dielectric, affordable, and biodegradable material
that has a low dielectric constant value of εPLA � 2.4025 in
the microwave range between 10 and 14 GHz. The designed
AMDL is 3D printed using a commercially available
“MakerBot Replicator +” 3D printer. Furthermore, the FDM
of the 3D printer was set to fabricate the AMDL with a 100%
infill ratio to generate the solid and homogeneous distribution
of PLA material throughout the AMDL.

The photographic illustrations of the perspective and top
views of the fabricated AMDL are presented in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b), respectively. Furthermore, the stand for the AMDL
to allocate it straight [in parallel to the horn antenna that
illuminates AMDLwith microwave source, see Fig. 4(a)] is pro-
duced and is covered by microwave-absorbing materials to re-
duce the undesirable reflections. In the microwave experiments,
an Agilent E5071C ENA vector network analyzer (VNA) was
used to produce Gaussian profiled electromagnetic wave source
through a horn antenna connected to VNA, whereas a monop-
ole antenna was employed to scan the electric field distribu-
tions. The photographic illustration of the experimental
setup and schematic view of the experimental measurements
are presented in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. In Fig. 4(d),
a schematic of electric field distribution scanning areas is pre-
sented and defined as Scanning Area I for the xz-plane and
Scanning Area II for the zy-plane. The electric field distribu-
tions of the corresponding scanning areas were measured using
a motorized stage, which moves in xz- and zy-directions with
the steps of 2 mm.

Experimentally measured electric field distributions at the
focal plane (xz-plane) with corresponding focal spot distribu-
tions (zy-plane) are presented in Figs. 4(e)–4(i) for the selected
frequencies of 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 GHz. In Fig. 4, the white
dashed line defines optimized desired focal distance ΔFd posi-
tion. Corresponding focal distances for the frequencies of 10,
11, 12, 13, and 14 GHz are 7.52, 10.57, 11.47, 19.65, and
16.96 mm, respectively. In addition, measured FWHM values
remain<0.8λ between 10 and 14 GHz. The normalized MSLL
values are changing between 0.145 and 0.3827. The measured
NA is >0.975 for the frequency interval of 10–14 GHz. As
seen in Fig. 4, the numerically calculated and experimentally
measured focal distance values are not the same but show a
similar tendency. Dissimilarity could be caused by the nonideal
conditions of the experimental measurements: horn antenna
might not generate exactly the same Gaussian profiled electro-
magnetic waves used in the FDTD simulations, for the impu-
rity of the material, the production capability of the 3D printer,
external factors such as temperature and imperfect alignment of
the horn antennas. The experimentally measured results verify
the overall functionality and efficient performance of the
AMDL in terms of high NA and strong focusing effect, despite
the small discrepancies in the focal distances.

To verify broadband operation functionality of the designed
AMDL, the maps of the experimentally measured cross-
sectional intensity profiles on the optical axis and on the lateral
direction of focal point are presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively. The similarity in the numerical calculations and
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experimental measurements is evident, except for small shifts in
the ΔF values and a small decrease in the FWHM values. The
quantitative demonstration of ΔF and FWHM values
can be seen in Fig. 5(c). The minimum and the maximum
focal distance values are calculated as 7.50 mm and 20.9 mm,

respectively, and the variation is only 13.40 mm, which almost
equals λc∕2, where λc is the wavelength of the center frequency
(12 GHz) and is 24.98 mm. The measured average value of the
broadbandΔF equals 12.85 mm, which means that the average
shift in focal distances equals 7.01% [25]. As can be seen from

Fig. 4. Photograph of the 3D printed AMDL from (a) perspective and (b) top views. (c) Photographic view of the experimental setup.
(d) Schematic representation of experimental setup to scan electric field intensity distributions at back focal plane (xz-plane: Scanning Area I)
and around the focal point (zy-plane: Scanning Area II). Experimentally measured field intensity profiles (top) and measured intensity distributions
around the focal points (bottom) at (e) 10 GHz, (f ) 11 GHz, (g) 12 GHz, (h) 13 GHz, and (i) 14 GHz. The white horizontal dashed line indicates
the desired focal distance (ΔFd � 13.82 mm), and the white arrows indicate the propagation direction.

Fig. 5. Maps of experimentally measured cross-sectional intensity profiles (a) on the optical axis and (b) at focal points. The black vertical dashed
line represents desired focal distance (ΔFd � 13.82 mm). (c) Graphs of both ΔF and FWHM values. (d) Focal distances at the frequency region
between 12 and 13 GHz [the zoom-out frequency region of the shaded area in plot (c)].
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Fig. 5(c), measured FWHM values are varying from 0.55λ to
0.77λ, which still shows a strong focusing effect of the pro-
posed AMDL.

It is important to note that the similar effect of a weakly
guided resonance mode was not observed in the experimental
results, as can be noticed in Fig. 5(a) (it is also evident in the
zoom-out region that is given as an inset). For this reason, we
prepared Fig. 5(d) to inspect in detail the focal shifts between
12 and 13 GHz. If we look at the extracted back focal distance
values between 12 and 13 GHz presented in Fig. 5(d), we can
see the abrupt deviation from the average focal distance starting
from 12.4 GHz (shaded regions in the plot are given to em-
phasize the envelope of focal shift variations). In addition, there
is a sharp deep in focal distance values between 12.5 and
12.7 GHz. This deviation and sharp deep in focal distances
could be a sign of a weak resonance effect. However, we should
note that these observations do not guarantee that we have the
same resonance effect as in numerical results. In our opinion, a
resonance effect may not be observed because of the possible
slight difference in refractive indices of the AMDL material for
simulations and experiments. Moreover, it is also impossible to
meet the ideal computational domain conditions in experimen-
tal measurements like in simulations (presence of possible
back-reflections and parasitic scatterings from the experimental
environment).

It is difficult to directly measure the focusing efficiency of
the AMDL through our microwave experimental setup; hence,
we used an indirect method that resembles the numerical cal-
culation [38,39] of the focusing efficiency of fabricated lens to
provide comparable data. Here, the transmission value falling
into a circular aperture with a radius equaling three times the
FWHM centered at focal point is a proportioned transmission
value falling into whole focal plane (200 mm × 200 mm). The
obtained results are provided in Table 1. The experimentally
measured focusing efficiency (F.E.) values are almost 10% be-
low the numerically obtained values. The reason could be a
larger size of the proportioned focal plane area than the lens
coverage (186 mm × 186 mm), unlike 3D FDTD simulations.

To compare the results of numerical calculation and exper-
imental measurements, all data are collected in Table 1, and we
can conclude that the experimental and numerical results are in
good agreement with each other. Considering the average data
(last column in Table 1), the NA values are almost the same in
both cases. The differences in other parameters are within the
acceptable ranges and might be caused by problems such as
exciting the structure with a partial plane wave due to finite

aperture size of the horn antenna and the misalignment of
the antenna with the AMDL.

4. DISCUSSION

It is instructive to inspect the focusing performance of our op-
timized AMDL in the visible region. Unfortunately, due to the
absence of an experimental facility, we could not carry out our
analysis experimentally. Instead, we scaled the structural param-
eters of our designed AMDL to visible wavelengths to analyze
its performance in the visible regime.

For this purpose, we chose 550 nm as a reference wave-
length (λref � 550 nm) to scale down the AMDL, and the re-
fractive index of the lens material was fixed to 1.467 for visible
wavelengths [45]. The heights and widths of each AMDL zone
are plotted in Fig. 6(a) with a quarter cross-sectional view. In
this case, the overall radius of the lens and the thickness of the
lens become 1.652 μm (3λref ) and 0.46 μm �< λref �, respec-
tively. The initial assigned distance between the closed edges
of each zone emerges as 141 nm, as shown as an inset in
Fig. 6(a). The achromatic focusing performance of the AMDL

Table 1. Numerical and Experimental Characteristics of AMDL with Their Average Values

Frequency (GHz)

3D FDTD Experiment

ΔF (mm) FWHM (λ) MSLL (n.i.)a NA F.E. (%) ΔF (mm) FWHM (λ) MSLL (n.i.)a NA F.E. (%)

10 9.92 0.423 0.253 0.994 45.55 7.52 0.562 0.351 0.997 32.19
11 13.27 0.508 0.192 0.990 38.23 10.57 0.635 0.382 0.994 30.14
12 14.42 0.554 0.168 0.988 39.94 11.47 0.590 0.275 0.992 26.03
13 14.42 0.550 0.105 0.988 35.41 19.65 0.726 0.230 0.979 23.18
14 14.42 0.485 0.078 0.988 27.91 16.96 0.575 0.277 0.983 22.35
Average 13.29 0.504 0.159 0.990 37.41 13.23 0.618 0.303 0.989 26.78

an.i., normalized intensity.

Fig. 6. (a) Quarter-cross sectional view of the nano-scaled lens with
the plot of height and width for each zone. (b) Map of cross-
sectional intensity profiles on optical axis, (c) plots of both ΔF and
focusing efficiency, and (d) graphs of both NA and FWHM values
with respect to operating wavelengths of 380 and 620 nm.
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can be seen from the cross-sectional intensity map in Fig. 6(b).
Although, the maximum deviation of focal points is calculated
as 180 nm (∼λref∕3), the back focal distances remain almost
constant (∼270 nm) at the wavelengths of 380–580 nm. In
the range of wavelengths between 380 and 620 nm, the
focusing efficiency values are linearly increasing from 28%
to 60.7%. The calculated focal distance �ΔF � and focusing ef-
ficiency values are superimposed in Fig. 6(c), whereas the NA
values and FWHM values in the same wavelength interval are
shown in Fig. 6(d). As expected, NA values are calculated above
0.985, and the FWHM values are almost equal to the corre-
sponding diffraction-limited values. The FWHM values vary
between 0.464λ and 0.564λ.

The electric field intensity (jEz j2) profiles of the focused
beam in the xy-plane for selected operating wavelengths starting
from 380 nm and ending at 620 nm (with 40-nm-wavelength
steps) are given in Figs. 7(a)–7(g). These fields also verify the
achromatic focusing effect of the proposed AMDL. Here, nu-
merically calculated back focal distances were deviating from
100 to 280 nm for the investigated visible wavelengths. The
results show that the implemented optimization method ac-
complished the efficient focusing of light, as well as achromatic
focusing with the average focal length of 233 nm for the wave-
lengths between 380 and 620 nm.

5. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated an all-dielectric achromatic MDL de-
sign operating between 10 and 14 GHz. The structural param-
eters of each AMDL zone were optimized through the 3D
FDTD method, combined with a multi-objective differential
evolution (MO-DE) algorithm. The optimized AMDL was
fabricated via 3D-printing by using a low refractive index
PLA (εPLA � 2.4025) material to conduct microwave experi-
ments for verification of the numerically obtained results.
The fractional change between the average focal distances
and the optimized desired focal length was measured numeri-
cally and experimentally as 2.2% and 7.01%, respectively.
Furthermore, the focusing efficiency values were changing from
28% to 45% in numerical results. To numerically demonstrate
the AMDL performance, simulations were performed between
the wavelengths of 380 and 620 nm by scaling down the opti-
mized AMDL. The designed AMDL also shows near-unity NA
values over a broadband range. We believe that a proper design
of this AMDL for visible and near infrared applications may
provide excellent solutions for focusing issues in terms of effi-
cient and aberration-free focusing.
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